
Notice of possible defect in New Tribe Nikosi Low-Rise tree climbing saddles 
 
September 7, 2016 

This notice applies only to the following New Tribe products: 
 

Nikosi Low-Rise saddle, size Small, item no. 22210 
Nikosi Low-Rise saddle, size Medium, item no. 22410 
Nikosi Low-Rise saddle, size Large, item no. 22610 
Nikosi Low-Rise saddle, size XLarge, item no. 22810 

 
This notice does not apply to the Nikosi Classic saddle nor to any other New Tribe product. 

 
New Tribe, Inc. has learned of one incident involving failure of 
the waist cinch strap on a Nikosi Low-Rise tree climbing  
saddle. Three hundred Nikosi Low-Rise saddles were sold from 
January 2012 to January 2014.  Production of this item was  
discontinued in June 2013 when it was replaced in the New 
Tribe product line by newer saddle models. 
 
In the Nikosi Low-Rise that was reported to New Tribe, the 
right side portion of the waist cinch strap came off the saddle 
when the stitching failed. It is customary to splice this strap  
securely to the webbing structure of the belt. In this case, the 
strap was stitched through the webbing to the belt pad at the last 
step of assembly, and not to the webbing first. Heavy wear can 
cause such stitching to loosen and fail. If the cinch strap fails it 
is possible for the saddle to drop below the climber’s hips when 
weight is off the saddle, leading to risk of injury or death if the 
climber should fall. 

 
This failure occurred when the saddle had been in regular professional use for over three years. The photos of the failure 
show also that the webbing overall is worn and imbedded with soil, and the coating on the hardware is wearing away. 
Even before the strap failed, this saddle was ready for retirement. That fact does not relieve New Tribe of responsibility 
to inform users that a strap failure has been reported, and act to assure their safety. 

 

If you own a Nikosi Low-Rise saddle, please inspect the waist cinch strap and notify New Tribe if the stitching looks 
questionable. New Tribe will arrange for affected saddles to be returned for repair at no expense to you. However, these 
saddles are over three years old and may be reaching the end of their safe life if they have been heavily used. If New 
Tribe’s inspection reveals that a saddle is otherwise worn or damaged and should be retired, New Tribe will not repair 
the saddle, but will return it as-is or destroy it, as the owner prefers.  
 
New Tribe’s contact person for this issue is Debbie Hammond, Office Manager, at 541-476-9492 or 1-866-223-3371 or 
whiz@newtribe.com 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Sophia Sparks         
President,  New Tribe, Inc.         
  

5517 Riverbanks Road  Grants Pass, OR 97527    541-476-9492    1-866-223-3371    sophia@newtribe.com 


